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Sammanfattning 
Även om cyklister i många fall färdas på samma vägar som bilar, motorcyklar och mopeder är 
cyklar sällan utrustade med backspeglar. Istället förlitar sig de flesta cyklister på att se sig över 
axeln för att bedöma en trafiksituation, vilket kan vara både obekvämt och desorienterande, 
samtidigt som detta innebär att uppmärksamhet tas ifrån vägen framför cyklisten. 
Syftet med detta projekt var att undersöka och utvärdera befintliga backspegelprodukter för att 
försöka förstå varför de inte används i större utsträckning. Baserat på resultatet av denna 
undersökning var syftet dessutom att utveckla ett koncept på en ny produkt avsedd att öka 
cyklisters medvetenhet om vad som finns bakom dem i trafiken. Detta på ett sätt som innebar en 
förbättring av svagheterna med befintliga produkter.  

Genom tillämpning av användarcentrerade design- och undersökningsmetoder gjordes insikter 
som användes som inspiration för konceptutvecklingen. Dessa insikter översattes även till en 
kravspecifikation som användes för att utvärdera de olika koncepten. 
Utav sju koncept valdes ett för vidare utveckling, vilket inkluderade iterativ utveckling av en 
fungerande prototyp baserat på feedback från användare. 
Det resulterande konceptet var en cykelhjälm som via en inbyggd bakåtriktad kamera strömmade 
video till en app i användarens smartphone, i sin tur monterad på dennes cykelstyre. 
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Abstract 
Although cyclists travel on many of the same roads as cars, motorcycles and mopeds, bicycles 
are rarely outfitted with rear view mirrors as these vehicles are. Instead, most cyclists rely on 
looking over their shoulder to assess their situation, which can cause discomfort and 
disorientation and also means taking their eyes off the road ahead. 

The purpose of this project was to research and evaluate existing rear view cycling products to 
try to understand why they are not used more frequently. Based on the findings of that research, 
the purpose was also to develop a concept for a new product that would increase cyclists’ 
awareness of what’s behind them in a way that improves upon the existing products. 

By applying user centered design and research methods, insights were made that served as 
inspiration for the concept development. These insights were also translated into a requirement 
specification, which was used to evaluate the concepts. 
Out of seven concepts, one was chosen for further development. This included iterative 
development of a functioning prototype based on user feedback. 
The resulting concept was a bicycle helmet with an integrated rear facing camera, capable of 
streaming its video to an app in the user’s smartphone, which in turn could be mounted on the 
handlebar of their bicycle. 
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Nomenclature 
HUD	 	 Heads Up Display

Li-ion	 	 Lithium Ion

LiPo	 	 Lithium Polymer

PCB	 	 Printed Circuit Board

FoV	 	 Field of View

EPS	 	 Expanded Polystyrene

PC	 	 Polycarbonate  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1 Introduction 
This project was conducted as a Master’s thesis in Integrated Product Design, Industrial Design 
Engineering track at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in 2017. The thesis assignment was 
provided by and conducted at Idesign in Stockholm. 

1.1 Background 
There exists a need for cyclists to be aware of what’s behind them when traveling on roads with 
cars or other vehicles. While looking over one’s shoulder may seem like an obvious solution to the 
problem, that in turn presents new challenges. It can be both uncomfortable and disorienting to 
turn ones head as much as is needed to get a good view, not to mention the fact that this causes 
the cyclist to lose sight of what’s ahead of them.

Although some products exist that aim to solve this problem, such as rear view mirrors similar to 
those on cars, these are not commonly used by cyclists.


1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this project was to research and evaluate existing rear view cycling products to try 
to understand why they are not used more frequently. Based on the findings of that research, the 
purpose was also to develop a concept for a new product that would increase cyclists’ awareness 
of what’s behind them in a way that improves upon the shortcomings of the researched products.


1.3 Limitations 
The final concept included a handlebar mount and a charging station to work. Because of time 
constraints, these components were not included in the final design.

Because of budget constraints, tests of existing products were limited to affordable ones. 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2 Frame of Reference 
This chapter aims to give some necessary information to readers less familiar with bicycling about 
various types of bicycles and their components. 

2.1 Bicycle Components 
Names of various bicycle components are found throughout this report. Figure 1 should serve as 
a good reference for these parts.


�
Figure 1. Artwork showing the names of various bicycle components (aaronkuehn.com, 2017).  

2.2 Bicycle Types 
There are many types of bicycles and each type has their own characteristics. For the purposes of 
this report a rough categorisation was made largely based on the posture of the rider associated 
with each type of bicycle.

Classic Bicycle 
A classic bicycle puts the rider in a very upright position where the torso is more or less vertical 
and the line of sight is more or less horisontal. The handlebar is typically quite close to the torso 
as shown in Figure 2 below.
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�  
Figure 2. Person riding a classic bicycle (Wilhelm Humpert GmbH & Co., 2012). 

Trekking and Hybrid Bicycles 
On these bicycles, the handlebar is further away from the rider giving them a more inclined 
position which also lowers the line of sight of the rider as seen in Figure 3 below.


�  
Figure 3. Person riding a trekking bicycle (Wilhelm Humpert GmbH & Co., 2012). 

Racing and Cyclocross Bicycles 
These bicycles put the rider in an even more inclined position, further lowering the line of sight as 
seen in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4. Person riding a racing bicycle (Wilhelm Humpert GmbH & Co., 2012). 

Recumbent Bicycle and Velomobiles 
On a recumbent bicycle the rider is sitting in a reclined position closer to the ground with their line 
of sight more or less horisontal as seen in Figure 5 below.


� 

Figure 5. Person riding a recumbent bicycle (Hase Bikes, 2017). 
A velomobile is similar to a recumbent bicycle but has an exterior shell to protect the rider as seen 
in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6. Cutaway image of a velomobile (Velomobiles.co.uk, 2017). 

Electric Bicycles 
As the name implies these bicycles have an electric motor powered by a battery pack to assist 
the rider (Figure 7). They are most commonly found on bicycle geometries similar to classic, 
hybrid and trekking bicycles.


� 

Figure 7. An electric bicycle (Skeppshultcykeln AB, 2017). 
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Fixed Gear and One Speed 
These typically stripped-down bicycles have only one gear with the difference between them 
being that the fixed gear’s pedals do not coast, meaning that they keep turning even if the rider 
stops pedalling. They typically have a forward leaning position as seen in Figure 8 below.


� 

Figure 8. A one-speed bicycle (SingleBikes.com, 2017). 
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3 Visual Ergonomics 
This chapter summarises the research done within the field of visual ergonomics to get an 
understanding of the capabilities and limitations of human eye sight in order to determine which 
angle span is most problematic for a cyclist to see. 

3.1 Field of View and Muscle Fatigue 
When it comes to horisontal FoV, a distinction is made between monocular and binocular vision. 
The monocular FoV is the angle span which one eye can see from the temple to the nose, while 
binocular FoV is where these spans for both eyes overlap and we can get a stereoscopic image. 

This overlap is typically 62° in either direction for a total binocular FoV of 124° while the 
monocular FoV extends about 32° more in either direction° (Dreyfuss, 1966). The monocular FoV 
is what makes up our periphery where we can still perceive things but have trouble focusing and 
determining distances.

According to research by Sneijders et al. (1991), turning one’s head less than 35° in either 
direction does not require great muscle forces, while exceeding 35° quickly increases joint 
reaction forces. Taking this into consideration, it is reasonable to assume that it’s possible to 
comfortably and safely observe an angle span of 194° with binocular vision and 258° with 
monocular vision. This means that the FoV approximately 102° immediately behind a person is the 
most difficult to see. 

When it comes to vertical FoV, it ranges from 50° up to 75° down with a maximum eye rotation of 
25° up and 35° down. The neck joint can easily move 25° while looking up, and while over 30° 
rotation is possible, it is very fatiguing (van der Zanden, 2014). It should be noted though that 
relaxed eye sight or normal line of sight is 15° below the horisontal line of sight (Dreyfuss, 1966).

Figure 9 below shows a simplified illustration of the vertical and horisontal FoV.


!  
Figure 9. Vertical and horisontal field of view (van der Zanden, 2014). 
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4 Evaluation of Rear View Mirrors 
A few different rear view mirrors, which were found during the research for existing products, were 
purchased and used when cycling throughout the course of the project. The purpose of this was 
to build empathy for the user through personal experience with the products in order to better 
understand their strengths and shortcomings. Mirrors like the ones purchased were the least 
expensive rear view products found, all costing between €5 and €10 at the time of writing. 

The products were also tested by other cyclists to get more nuanced and unbiased evaluation. 
Because it was important for the test participants to form their own opinion and not be influenced 
by other testers, they were told very little about the products other than how to mount them etc. 
The length of each trial ranged from a 15-minute ride to borrowing the product for several days 
and incorporating it in their daily commute. Each product was tested by two to three participants. 

4.1 Product A: Frame Mounted Mirror 
Figure 10 shows a frame mounted mirror similar to the one tested, a Zéfal Spy, which can be 
mounted in a variety of ways on the bicycle frame.


� 

Figure 10. Zéfal Spy, frame mounted mirror (Zéfal, 2017). 

Personal Experience from Using a Frame Mounted Mirror 
This product gave a good view directly behind the bicycle when mounted on the down tube of the 
bicycle (Figure 11), but it was quite small and its low placement meant that one’s head needed to 
be tilted at a very low angle which took focus off the road.
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Figure 11. Frame mounted mirror on down tube of a bicycle. 
A summary of the pros and cons from personal experience with this product is shown in Table 1.


Table 1. Pros and cons from personal experience of a frame mounted mirror. 

Comments from User Tests of a Frame Mounted Mirror 
A summary of the comments received by users testing the frame mounted mirror is found in Table 
2 below.


Table 2. Comments from user tests of frame mounted mirror. 

Pros Cons

Good view of what’s immediately behind Easily stolen if not dismounted when parked

Discrete Required tilting head a lot which took focus off road

Frame obscures view somewhat

Cars appear small and are difficult to see

Positive Negative

Easy to mount in different places Difficult to determine distances

Easy to look down at Small FoV

You lose focus on the road ahead

Was not very useful. Couldn’t see much

It’s mounted too low to be useful
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4.2 Product B: Handlebar Mounted Mirror 
Figure 12 shows the kind of handlebar mounted mirror that was tested, which screws into place at 
the end of the handle, bringing it out to the side of the user.


� 

Figure 12. Cateye BM-300G, handlebar mounted mirror (CATEYE Co., 2017). 

Personal Experience from Using a Handlebar Mounted Mirror 
This product gave a greater sense of quality than the others due to its slim profile. Because it 
attaches at the end of the handlebar, it required removing or cutting a hole in the handle as seen 
in Figure 13.


� 

Figure 13. Handlebar mounted mirror on bicycle during tests. 
A summary of the pros and cons from personal experience with this product is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Pros and cons from personal experience of a handlebar mounted mirror. 

Comments from User Tests of a Handlebar Mounted Mirror 
A summary of the comments received by users testing the handlebar mounted mirror is found in 
Table 4 below.


Table 4. Comments from user tests of handlebar mounted mirror. 

4.3 Product C: Wrist Mounted Mirror 
Figure 14 shows the kind of wrist mounted mirror that was tested, which straps around the wrist 
of the user with Velcro.


�  
Figure 14. Good.hand BackEye, wrist mounted mirror. 

Personal Experience from Using a Wrist Mounted Mirror 
This product worked best when angled outward from the body, but it felt unnatural to look down 
and to the side to get a rear view. It was also difficult to find the right viewing angle since the head 
needs to move and the mirror also moves as it’s not rigidly mounted.

A summary of the pros and cons from personal experience with this product is shown in Table 5.


Pros Cons

Gave a good rearward/side view Difficult to install

Quite discrete Easily moved and requires adjustments often

Did not feel as cheap as others FoV is limited. Cannot see immediately behind

Positive Negative

Easier to glance at than the frame mounted one Gets in the way of the hand

Better visual indication than frame mounted as it’s 
still in the periphery

Still wanted to look over the shoulder

Saw more than without it
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Table 5. Pros and cons from personal experience of a wrist mounted mirror. 

Comments from User Tests of a Wrist Mounted Mirror 
A summary of the comments received by users testing the wrist mounted mirror is found in Table 
6 below.


Table 6. Comments from user tests of wrist mounted mirror. 

4.4 Product D: Helmet Mounted Mirror 
Figure 15 shows the kind of helmet mounted mirror that was tested.


� 

Figure 15. Zéfal Z Eye, helmet mounted mirror (Zéfal, 2017). 

Personal Experience from Using a Helmet Mounted Mirror 
This product is far from discrete (Figure 16) and wearing it attracted many looks and a few 
comments from people passing by. It is definitely not for the self-conscious. The FoV is partially 
blocked by the head, which can be overcome by turning one’s head up and to the direction of the 
mounted mirror, but when doing so it takes some time to find what you’re looking for in the small 
mirror. It was often easier to look over the shoulder.


Pros Cons

Discrete Not very useful

Cannot see what’s immediately behind

Takes too long to find the correct viewing angle

Unnatural position for a rear view

Positive Negative

Maybe it works better on an electric bike when you 
don’t have to move as much.

Felt less safe. Still wanted to look over the shoulder

Had to focus so much that it was easier to look over 
the shoulder

Can’t see immediately behind as the body obscures 
the view
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Figure 16. Helmet mounted mirror used for testing. 
A summary of the pros and cons from personal experience with this product is shown in Table 7.


Table 7. Pros and cons from personal experience of a helmet mounted mirror. 

Pros Cons

Decent placement from a functional point of view Not discrete at all

Cannot see what’s immediately behind

Requires adjustments if one varies body posture 
during a ride

Small mirror means FoV is limited
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4.5 Product E: Helmet Mounted Convex Mirror 
To overcome the problem with a small FoV, the larger mirror from the wrist mounted mirror 
(chapter 4.3) was attached over the smaller one with tape.


Personal Experience from Using a Helmet Mounted Convex Mirror 
The convex nature of this mirror distorted the image somewhat but gave a much better FoV than 
the smaller one. By turning one’s head in the direction of the mirror, it was possible to get a good 
view of what was immediately behind as seen in Figure 17. This did however distract from the 
road ahead and while one can probably get used to it and perform the movement quickly and with 
accuracy, there will likely be a learning curve in doing so.


� 

Figure 17. Large convex mirror attached to helmet mounted mirror. 
A summary of the pros and cons from personal experience with this product is shown in Table 8.


Table 8. Pros and cons from personal experience of a helmet mounted convex mirror. 

Comments from User Tests of a Helmet Mounted Convex Mirror 
A summary of the comments received by users testing this product is found in Table 9 below.


Pros Cons

Easy to look at a glance Not discrete at all

Good FoV Needs head movement to see immediately behind

Requires head movement for optimal functionality
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Table 9. Comments from user tests of helmet mounted convex mirror. 

Positive Negative

Rigid and not shaky because of how it’s mounted FoV is too small. Makes you still want to look over 
the shoulder

Since you bring it with you it’s not easily stolen Fragile when mounted on the helmet. Takes a lot of 
space as you carry it

Served its purpose. Saw well enough Feels like you have an antenna on the helmet

Felt nerdy. Attracted many looks. Would not want to 
wear it in front of someone I know

It would be good if I could hide it when I don’t use it

I can’t focus on something that close to my face
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5 Technically Advanced Rear View Products 
While researching alternatives to simple rear view mirrors, a few more technically advanced 
products were found, which are described in this chapter. 

5.1 Garmin Varia Rear View Radar 
This product uses a rear facing radar integrated in a taillight that mounts on the bicycle’s seat 
post and detects upcoming cars at a distance of up to 140 meters. It alerts the user both visually 
and auditory when connected to Garmin’s Edge-line bicycle computers or only visually when 
connected to a dedicated display unit as seen in Figure 18.


� 

Figure 18. Garmin Varia display unit and Rear View Radar (Garmin Ltd. 2017). 
The cost the radar unit was €200 - €300 at the time of writing, depending on whether or not you 
want the dedicated display unit or just the radar unit.


5.2 Reevu Bicycle Helmet 
This was a bicycle helmet with a rearview functionality reminiscent of a periscope, which is no 
longer in production. It allowed the user to see behind them by looking up to the inside of the sun 
visor where a series of mirrors reflected light from an opening in the back of the helmet as shown 
in Figure 19 below.


� 

Figure 19. Reevu RV-1 bicycle helmet (Reevu, 2008). 
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Since the helmet is no longer being made, there is not much information about it and even the 
price is unknown. Based on an old ad and estimations about conversion rates and inflation, it was 
thought to have been sold for the equivalent of around €100 today.


5.3 Owl 360 
The Owl 360 was a combined camera and taillight that connects via wire to a 3,5” display that 
mounted on the handlebar as seen in Figure 20, but appears to have been discontinued.


� 

Figure 20. The Owl 360 bicycle camera (Bless This Stuff, 2017). 
It had a rechargeable battery good for about 5 hours of use and had a retail price of around €150 
when it was available for sale (DC Rainmaker, 2011).
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6 Past Concepts of Rear View Products 
Also found during the research were a few product concepts that showed innovative ways of 
addressing the problem. These had interesting functionality but had little to no technical details, 
leaving many questions unanswered. 

6.1 Samsung Smart Bike Concept 
This is a concept of a smart bike (Figure 21), which among other things has an integrated rear 
facing camera that can stream video to a smartphone as shown in Figure 22.


!  
Figure 21. Concept of a Samsung Smart Bike (Fortune, 2014). 

�  
Figure 22. Snapshot of a concept video showing streaming function of Samsung Smart Bike (Vimeo, 2014). 

6.2 DCA Optic Augmented Reality Cycling Helmet 
This concept of a smart cycling helmet (Figure 23) incorporates a rear facing camera and a visor 
based heads up display.
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Figure 23. DCA Optic augmented reality cycling helmet (DCA Design International, 2016). 
There was no information available about how the HUD and rear view would work from a technical 
point of view, so it was difficult to determine how feasible it is or how visible the HUD would be in 
sunlight. A video did however give some insight about how the user experience would be, as seen 
in a snapshot from that video in Figure 24.


� 

Figure 24. Point of view of a user experience with DCA Optic concept (DCA International, 2016). 
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7 Culturally Relevant Products 
During the research phase, some products were found that were of special interest, even though 
they did not address the rear view problem at all. They did however provide insights in terms of 
cycling culture, trends or how other problems related to cycling had been solved. 

7.1 VanMoof Bicycles 
The Dutch company VanMoof makes bicycles with a unique design, which integrate additional 
functionality into their frames. Their basic model integrates front and rear lights into the top tube 
of the frame, giving the bicycle it’s signature appearance as seen in Figure 25.


� 

Figure 25. VanMoof Standard straight frame bicycle with integrated lights (VanMoof, 2017). 
Awareness lights like these are required by law both in the Netherlands, where the bike is 
produced (Holland-Cycling.com, 2017), as well as in Sweden (Transportstyrelsen, 2017). By 
integrating them into the bicycle, it saves the user time of having to attach and remove separate 
ones and provides peace of mind that they are never without them.

In addition to the lights, their SmartBike also integrates a lock (Figure 26) that can be unlocked by 
the user by touching a display that checks the proximity of the user’s smartphone via an app.
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� 

Figure 26. VanMoof SmartBike integrated lock (VanMoof, 2017). 

7.2 Electric Bicycles 
At the time of writing, there is a clear trend of increasing sales of electric bicycles. In Norway, 
sales have doubled for fifth straight year (Svenska Dagbladet, 2017) and sales were projected to 
double in Sweden in 2016 as well (Sveriges Television AB, 2016). According to a survey 
conducted of 1000 respondents in Sweden, 36% said they would consider buying an electric 
bicycle (Dagens Nyheter AB, 2016).


7.3 Brooks Saddles 
During the research phase, several bicycle shops were visited for inspiration. Found in almost 
everyone were Brooks saddles (Figure 27), which have become known for their high quality and 
retro aesthetics.


�  

Figure 27. Brooks saddle model B17 (Brooks England SRL, 2017). 
Despite the high price of around €100 - €200 for this kind of product that most people already 
have and probably think little about, these saddles have become very popular.
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It was reasoned that perhaps a rear view mirror could be designed in a way that appealed to 
customers in much the same way as these saddles, making people actually want to use them.


7.4 Hövding Airbag Helmet 
The Hövding airbag helmet was conceptualised during a Master’s thesis by two students at Lund 
University in a time of public debate about enforcing the use of bicycle helmets by law (Hövding 
Sweden AB, 2017).

Hövding is worn as a collar around the neck of the user while accelerometers analyse its 
movement and deploy an airbag, wrapping around the head of the user, the instant it detects the 
motion pattern of an accident (Figure 28).


� 

Figure 28. Hövding airbag cycling helmet (Hövding Sweden AB, 2017). 
This product was interesting because of the parallels with rear view mirrors. Hövding was made 
because many cyclists did not want to wear a traditional cycling helmet, much the same way that 
many cyclists do not seem to want to use rear view mirrors.

The problem was solved by making a helmet that’s not really a helmet (until you need it to be). It 
was reasoned that perhaps a similar approach could be taken for rear view mirrors on bicycles. 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8 Relevant Emerging Technology 
To inspire innovative ways of addressing the problem, research was also done into recent 
technological development. An example, which in the end proved useful, is given in this chapter. 

8.1 HereOne Smart Earbuds 
Recent years have seen the rise of a new product category which is a combination of smart 
wearables and earphones. The smart earbuds, sometimes referred to as hearables, offer a range 
of functionality ranging from basic hands-free calling to fitness tracking.

One such product, the HereOne (Figure 29) was particularly interesting as it provides the user with 
the ability to pick up sound via microphones, filter it and play back a modified sound through the 
speaker in real-time (Doppler Labs Inc., 2017). These earbuds cost around €330 at the time of 
writing.


� 

Figure 29. HereOne smart earbuds (Doppler Labs Inc., 2017). 
Via an app, the user is able select a filter from a wide range depending on their activity and may 
also manually adjust volume for different frequencies as seen in Figure 30.


� 

Figure 30. HereOne app filter and frequency/volume adjustments (Doppler Labs Inc., 2017).  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9 Survey of Cycling, Accessories and Problems 
A survey was made using Google Forms in an attempt to identify and understand the potential 
user groups. It was tested with several pilots and iteratively improved upon after each one before 
being distributed online, mainly through special interest groups for cyclists on Facebook. A total of 
four pilots were made and 156 answers were gathered. 

The survey was split into four parts regarding general information about the respondent, their 
cycling habits, cycling accessories and the problem of seeing what’s behind you when cycling. 
Answers were analysed using the software Tableau and the built in functionality of Google Forms. 
The complete survey can be found in Appendix B (in Swedish). 

9.1 Survey Insights About the User Groups 
When analysing the survey, the most interesting correlations were found when comparing 
responses based on what type of bicycle the respondents used, which is why user groups were 
defined in this way. The groups are presented below along with the most useful insights found for 
each one. Graphs generated in Tableau for the analysis can be found in Appendix C (in Swedish).


Group A: Racer & Cyclocross 
• Combines intensive exercise with commuting to a greater extent than other groups (Appendix 

C, Graph 5).


• The least price sensitive group. 91% has spent more than €50 on a single accessory and 58% 
has spent more than €100 (Appendix C, Graph 4).


• Most sceptical to rear view products, with 38% saying they would not consider using any of the 
proposed products. If anything appealed it was the radar. Likely because it’s most useful for 
country roads that are the kinds most frequented by this group (Appendix C, Graph 7).


• Among the most confident in city traffic (Appendix C, Graph 8).

Group B: Electric 

• Experiences problems relating to rear view issues to a higher degree (Appendix C, Graph 2).

• Commuting is by far the most common purpose for of this group (89% of respondents), while 

exercise and pleasure are the least common purposes at 0% and 22% respectively (Appendix 
C, Graph 5). It seems that an electric bicycle is simply the most practical means of transport for 
this user group.


• A larger proportion of the respondents think that they would feel safer in traffic using a rear view 
product than other groups (Appendix C, Graph 9). 


• Most have spent €30 - €100 (28 - 33%) on a single accessory, though many (17%) have spent 
as much as €150 (Appendix C, Graph 4).


• For 67% of the users in this group, the most appealing rear view product was a regular mirror 
mounted on the handlebar, followed by a smartphone connected camera at 33% (Appendix C, 
Graph 7).


Group C: Standard 
• Experiences problems relating to rear view issues to a higher degree (Appendix C, Graph 2).

• A larger proportion of the respondents think that they would feel safer in traffic using a rear view 

product than other groups (Appendix C, Graph 9).


• Most have spent €30 - €100 (29% - 41%) on a single accessory (Appendix C, Graph 4).
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• For 46% of the users in this group, the most appealing rear view product was a regular mirror 
mounted on the handlebar, followed by a smartphone connected camera at 34% (Appendix C, 
Graph 7).


Group D: Recumbent and Velomobiles 
This group was considered too small to base any insights of (Appendix C, Graph 11).

Group E: One-Speed and Fixed Gear 
This group was considered too small to base any insights of (Appendix C, Graph 11).

Group F: Hybrid 
This group had many respondents (Appendix C, Graph 11), but no interesting patterns emerged. 
Probably because there are so many kinds of hybrid bicycles that they span too large a spectrum 
of users.

Group G: Mountainbike 
This group was considered too small to base any insights of (Appendix C, Graph 11).


9.2 Other Insights from Survey Analysis 
• The rear view related problems in order of prevalence in all groups, where the percentage 

indicate the proportion of respondents experiencing problems to some or to great extent, are 
as follows (Appendix C, Graph 3):

1. Feeling Discomfort (42%)

2. Feeling unsafe (33%)

3. Temporarily losing one’s direction of travel (26%)

4. Experiencing pain in neck and/or shoulders (10%)

5. Feeling disoriented (9%)


• Discomfort while turning one’s head to look backwards while cycling does not seem to be 
strongly correlated with age as one might think (Appendix C, Graph 1).


• Only a small proportion of respondents use any rear view products (Appendix C, Graph 6).

• The most common reason for why respondents were not using rear view products were by far 

that they did not feel it was enough of a problem followed by not wanting more stuff on their 
bicycle (Appendix C, Graph 10).


• The most important consideration for users with regards to leaving accessories on their bicycle 
was whether or not they thought it was likely to be stolen (Appendix C, Graph 12).


Open-Ended Comments from Survey Respondents 
Most questions of the survey had fixed alternatives for the answers, for easier analysis, but open-
ended questions were also asked at the end of the survey, where users could leave comments. A 
few interesting comments are found below.


• A recurring comment from people who had tried handlebar mounted mirrors was that they 
either broke easily or got stolen.


• It is more difficult to see what’s behind you when the weather requires wearing a hood.
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9.3 Target Group Selection 
It became apparent that the Electric and Standard bicyclists shared many similarities and were 
the best suited group to target. The reasoning was that they


• Had the largest proportion of users that experienced a moderate to high degree of rear view 
related problems (Appendix C, Graph 2).


• Were the most positive to rear view products.

• Had previously spent €50 - €150 on a single accessory, which fit well with the market gap that 

appeared to exist between the cheaper mirrors (chapter 4) and more technically advanced 
products (chapter 5).


• Were among the least confident groups on roads with other cars.


• Were not satisfied by existing products.
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10 User Observations and Interviews 
To complement the quantitative nature of the survey, qualitative research was done in the form of 
interviews and observations. 

10.1 User Observations 
A couple of cyclists were equipped with a GoPro action camera mounted on a bicycle helmet 
(Figure 31). They were asked to ride their bikes for about half an hour, mostly on urban roads, 
while the camera recorded their ride.


� 

Figure 31. Test participant wearing GoPro camera attached to helmet. 
The footage was mostly analysed without the participants present, but in certain cases they were 
showed some footage and asked questions. A pilot ride was also done before the tests to find a 
good camera angle and identify potential issues.

The footage mostly proved useful for identifying situations when the riders needed to see what 
was behind them. Since the camera was mounted on their heads, it was easy to identify these 
situations by the cameras movement. The amount of movement also allowed for a rough 
categorisation of the degree to which they needed to turn their heads.

Some similar situations were reacted to differently in terms of camera movement, with one 
differentiating factor being the amount of background noises picked up by the microphone. It 
seemed like if the rider could hear that there was no car approaching, they didn’t bother to look.

It was reasoned that if a concept could be conceived, which reduced noise or enhanced sound of 
approaching cars, perhaps there would be no need for the cyclist to actually look behind them.


10.2 Semi-Structured Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with cyclists of different ages and use frequency. A 
total of four interviews were made, out of which one session was with two participants.
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Questions were open-ended and started with general inquiries about how often they used their 
bicycles, what kind of bicycles they had and then progressed deeper towards the main purpose of 
the interview which was to try to understand what specifically they like about cycling and why 
they do it.

Initially responses to these deeper questions were short, obvious and non-informative, but by 
continuously following up, asking them why or to elaborate on their answer, some genuinely deep 
insights were made. After much probing, all four interviewees eventually arrived to the same 
answer as to why they ride a bicycle and what they like about it. They all said that they get a 
feeling of freedom from it and that they enjoy the simplicity of it. They like the feeling of just 
grabbing their bikes and going.

When asked for annoyances with cycling, a recurring theme was locking and unlocking the 
bicycle, mounting lights and start- and stop activities. It’s easy to see how these activities 
contradict the positive feelings of simplicity, giving further credibility to the previous insight.


10.3 Short Unstructured Interviews 
Since cycling is so common, there were plenty of people with experience that could be engaged 
in leisurely conversation about the topic without the formality of an interview. Because of their 
informality, these proved to be good sources for honest opinions since the ”interviewee” didn’t 
think their answers were being analysed.

Even though no major insights were discovered this way, certain statements helped triangulate 
the issue by echoing findings from other parts of the research. E.g. one person said ”I don’t look 
for what’s behind me, if I can hear that there’s nothing there”, which supported the theory that 
hearing is an important aspect, as mentioned in chapter 10.1. Another person staffing a bike shop 
said that they don’t sell a lot of mirrors, but that he had seen a concept of camera connected to a 
smartphone and thought that was a better solution, which fit well with the positive response that 
such a concept got from the survey in chapter 9.
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11 Requirement Specification for Concept Development 
The most important insights and conclusions from the research phase was translated into a 
requirement specification (Table 10), which would be used to evaluate the concepts. 

Table 10. Requirement specification for concept development.
# Requirement

1 Provide a FoV immediately behind the user covering at least 102° vertically

2 Deliver a rear view at a glance. Do not require the user to move their head to see it

3 The rear view should be placed slightly below the user’s relaxed line of sight

4 Add as little extra time to the trip as possible

5 Combine functionality of other products if it can save the user time

6 Reduce wind and ambient noise

7 Have a price of between €50 - €150

8 Make sure it is not easily stolen

9 Make sure it is not easily damaged

10 Allow for use in rain
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12 Concept Ideation of Rear View Products 
Each concept was illustrated with a conceptual drawing focusing more on conveying how a 
particular solution would work and less on how it would look. These drawings were then used to 
gather feedback on which concepts seemed interesting and why that was the case. 

Concepts were evaluated against the requirement specification as well as associated pros and 
cons. While some concepts were eliminated based on an overall assessment of these factors, 
others were eliminated based on having one or more severe problems, unlikely to be overcome. 

The concept which was chosen for further development, Concept A, is presented first in the 
following subchapter, followed by the other concepts in no particular order. 

12.1 Concept A: Rear Facing Camera and Smartphone 
This was a concept of a rear view camera integrated in a taillight which mounts on the seat post 
or luggage rack of a bicycle (Figure 32).

The idea was that the camera would be hidden in plain sight so that users would feel comfortable 
leaving it mounted on their bicycle, removing the need to attach and detach it for every ride. As 
mentioned in chapter 9.2 the most important consideration for users leaving things on their 
bicycle was whether or not they thought it would be stolen.

The concept was also inspired by the positive response that a smartphone connected camera got 
by the target group in the survey (chapter 9.1).


!  
Figure 32. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept A. 
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Proof of Concept A 
To test this concept a GoPro Hero 4 camera was connected to an Apple iPhone 6 via GoPro’s 
app, which allowed for a preview video to be streamed to the phone over WiFi. The camera was 
then mounted using duct tape to a bicycle, facing backwards, while the phone was mounted on 
the handlebar (Figure 33).

The setup was first tested to make sure everything worked properly, after which other cyclists 
asked to try it and provide feedback on their experience.


� 

Figure 33. GoPro action camera and iPhone smartphone mounted on bicycle during pilot test. 
The feedback for this test was overall positive. The users liked the large screen and thought it 
blended in nicely with the bicycle, much like a bicycle computer. One of the tests were done with 
the camera mounted on an electric bicycle, where it was thought to be especially fitting due to the 
nature of the bicycle.

Some of the more negative feedback was that it was important to find the right position and angle 
of the phone, where you did not have to look too far away from the road. Another issue was with 
reflections on the display in certain conditions.

Furthermore, the image was mirrored in the display, so that what was on the right side of the road 
appeared on the left side in the image on the phone.

To resolve the former of these issues, the camera was mounted further out from the handlebar, 
which provided the possibility of glancing down without moving one’s head. This showed that it 
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was possible to find a good position and angle for the phone, but that it would be good to have 
an adjustable mount.


Battery Life Test of GoPro Camera Streaming Video 
To get a sense of what kind of power consumption was needed to stream video over WiFi and 
what specifications would require of a battery, a battery life test was made with the GoPro camera 
used in the proof of concept.

The Li-ion battery in this particular model was specified to 4.4 Wh and lasted almost precisely 2 
hours, meaning that the power consumption was about 2.2 W.

Evaluation of Concept A 
This concept was chosen for further development based on its many strengths and few 
drawbacks and because it checked nearly every box of the requirement specification. A summary 
of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 11 below.


Table 11. Pros and cons of Concept A.

12.2 Concept B: Wind Noise Reducing Helmet Accessory 
The idea behind this concept was to use an accessory that would remove wind noise by making 
the strap in front of the ear thicker (Figure 34). It was inspired largely by the insight in chapter 10 
that hearing could possibly be as useful as seeing.


Pros Cons

The target group seemed positive to it Adds some extra time to trip

Can increase value by providing other smartphone 
functions as well such as navigation.

Some problems with reflection in the display

Only one place to look for a complete rear view

Likely within target price range

Combination product which compensates some for 
the added time

Provides FoV immediately behind user

Good placement of rear view

Not easily stolen
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Figure 34. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept B. 

Proof of Concept B 
To test if this would work a basic prototype was made by folding up paper tissues and taping 
them to the strap of a helmet (Figure 35).


�  
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Figure 35. First prototype of an accessory to stop wind noise. 
The tissues had a height of about 65 mm and one layer of tissues 9 mm thick did not help much. 
However, increasing the thickness with another layer to 15 mm made a big difference. Most of the 
wind noise disappeared though a less quiet, more muffled sound could still be heard.

Evaluation of Concept B 
This concept was considered a strong candidate for further development. It seemed plausible that 
the remaining noise could be removed by looking into aerodynamics and adjusting the design 
accordingly. A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 12 below.


Table 12. Pros and cons of Concept B. 

Pros Cons

Adds very little or no additional time to trip Only removes wind noise, not other ambient noise

Cheap Looks could be a concern

Easy to install

Low tech solution. Requires no electricity

No risk of theft unless helmet is left by bicycle

Can likely be made waterproof for use in rain

Not likely to be easily damaged
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12.3 Concept C: Retractable Mirror Helmet 
This concept was an evolution of the helmet mounted mirror, with the difference being that the 
mirror is fully integrated into a helmet and can be hidden when it is not needed (Figure 36). This 
was a suggestion from several users with regards to the helmet mounted mirror (chapter 4.5).

It was inspired by the realisation that the mirror could be moved closer to the face if it was flat 
instead of convex in shape, since this removes the problem with accommodation of the eyes 
which would otherwise occur.

This design also makes for a much less conspicuous appearance since it is no longer protruding 
out. What is lost in terms of FoV by not having a convex shape is also compensated for to some 
degree by the mirror being closer, since this results in a broader view given the same surface area. 


� 

Figure 36. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept C. 
Proof of Concept C 
Tests were made by holding a flat mirror of appropriate size at a position and angle similar to 
Figure x that still allowed for a good rear view, which was partially achieved.

Evaluation of Concept C 
This concept showed a lot of promise but had one major problem, which was that the user’s head 
would block the view immediately behind the bicycle. This was the same problem that the helmet 
mounted mirror had (chapter 4.5). 

A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 13 below.
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Table 13. Pros and cons of Concept C. 

12.4 Concept D: Sound Filtering Smart Earbuds 
This was a concept of smart earbuds which uses directional microphones to capture ambient 
sound, filter it in real time and pass the modified sound through its speakers (Figure 37). With this 
approach, it would be possible increase the volume of sounds originating from behind the user 
and lower sounds from the front and side. By isolating certain frequencies, it might also be to 
further separate the sounds of cars and bicycles and increase the volume of these sounds more.


� 

Figure 37. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept D. 
The concept was inspired by the HereOne smart earbuds mentioned in chapter 8, which serve as 
a proof of concept.


Pros Cons

Adds little to no extra time to trip Requires head movement for immediate rear view

Low tech solution, requires no electricity Looks are improved but likely still a concern

At-a-glance view May be dangerous in case of an accident

Likely within target price range

Not easily stolen

Can likely be made waterproof for use in rain
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Evaluation of Concept D 
This concept was considered interesting, but had a few flaws made it unsuitable for further 
development at this stage. First of all, similar products cost around €300 which is well above the 
desired target price. It would also be a concept that would be difficult to test and evaluate with 
users as the development needed for a functional prototype would be far beyond the scope of 
this project. It was also more of a feature that, if desired, could likely be implemented easily by the 
likes of HereOne, making it less appealing in comparison.

A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 14 below.


Table 14. Pros and cons of Concept D. 

12.5 Concept E: Fiberscope Helmet 
This was a concept of a helmet with a periscope style rear view, similar to the one in chapter 5.2. 
Instead of using a series of mirrors, this concept made use of a fiber bundle to relay the image 
(Figure 38). A fiber bundle is comprised of many thin optical fiber rods grouped together in order 
to transfer an image from one end to the other, with each fiber acting as one pixel of the image. 
The high number of fibers is necessary because while a single fiber can transfer light from one 
end to the other by complete internal reflection, it cannot transfer an image, since the light 
bouncing erratically inside the fiber would skew the image.


Pros Cons

Could enable listening to other audio while cycling in 
a less dangerous way

Too expensive for target group

Eliminates both wind and ambient noise Unable to prototype and test at this stage

Could be useful for many other purposes Competitive products could possibly include this 
functionality making it obsolete

Not easily stolen Requires much more development, making it less 
credible

May be difficult to make waterproof for use in rain
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Figure 38. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept E. 

Simulated Image Quality of High Resolution Fiberscope 
High resolution fiber bundles comprise of around 50 000 fibers (Edmund Optics Inc., 2017), which 
would result in an image of 168x298 pixels (0,05 megapixels), assuming it was adopted to a wide 
screen 16:9 aspect ratio. Figure 39 shows what an image scaled down to that resolution would 
look like.


�  

Figure 39. Image of a street at 168x298 pixel resolution. 
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Even though the resolution is quite low by today’s standards, it is definitely high enough to be 
useful for this application.

However, other factors may influence the image quality, such as how much light is transferred 
through the fibers etc., which was something that would have to be tested.

Evaluation of Concept E 
This was an interesting concept with a lot of promise but a few too many unknown factors, such 
as what kind of lenses would be needed in addition to the fiber bundle, what kind of FoV could be 
achieved, how bright the image would be and the overall feel of using it.

All indications were that it would also be quite expensive with a roughly 300 mm costing 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of 200 - 350€ depending on the size of the fibers (Edmund 
Optics Inc., 2017).

Another issue, which will be discussed further with the next concept, was the location of where 
the image would be seen, being at quite a steep angle up from the user.

A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 15 below.


Table 15. Pros and cons of Concept E. 

Pros Cons

One place to look without turning head Image position at too steep of an angle

Low tech solution, requires no electricity Acceptable resolution, but not great

FoV immediately behind user Likely too expensive for target group

Can likely be made waterproof Prototyping likely difficult at this stage

Adds little to no extra time

Not likely to be stolen
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12.6 Concept F: Smartphone Docking Helmet 
This was a concept of a helmet with a rear facing camera which connects to a smartphone as 
shown in Figure 40. The idea was to utilise the screen and processing of a smartphone to still 
have high quality digital image, but remove the need to charge an extra accessory and reduce 
cost.


� 

Figure 40. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept F. 
Viewing Angle and Accommodation 
One of the challenges with this concept was that the smartphone would have to be placed 
relatively close to the eyes, making it difficult for them to accommodate. To solve this, lenses 
could be used to shorten the focal length in the same way they are utilised in a virtual reality 
headset for smartphones.

Since the simplest version of these headsets are cheap, one was purchased to get a better 
understanding of the viewing experience.

The headset was held at an angle which was steep enough that the lenses and phone could be 
positioned inside a helmet without blocking the normal line of sight, but where the image was still 
visible by looking up. Images were taken edited in Adobe Photoshop where the angle was 
recorded at about 35° by drawing lines through the image as shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 41. Image of horisontal line of sight and line of sight through a lens (magenta) in a VR headset. 
Looking up at this angle during the test caused some eye strain which prompted some of the 
research of visual ergonomics in chapter 3. Until this point it had seemed like a good idea to 
position a rear view above the eyes. The idea being that this was similar to the placement in a car, 
which upon further investigation, is actually not true at all. The rear view mirror in a car is usually 
placed at eye level from the driver, or at least very close to eye level. Positioning it anywhere near 
35° would mean that it would being located in the ceiling.


Evaluation of Concept F 
It was reasoned that the steep angle of view made the concept impractical. There were also some 
concerns about the safety implications of the phone placement and the aesthetics of a helmet 
having to hold a smartphone.

A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 16 below.


Table 16. Pros and cons of Concept F. 

Pros Cons

One place to look at Adds some extra time to trip, but not much

Cheap Image position at too steep of an angle

No need to charge a separate device Safety concerns of smartphone placement

FoV immediately behind the user Aesthetics of helmet

Likely within target price range Likely difficult to make waterproof for use in rain

Not likely to be stolen
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12.7 Concept G: Click-on Handlebar Mirror 
This was a concept of a premium handlebar mirror which could be easily attached and detached 
from a matching handlebar. By pressing on the side of the handlebar, a spring loaded cylinder 
would extend from the handle, where the mirror could magnetically attach (Figure 42).

It was inspired by the complaints of users who had previously tried handlebar mirrors only to have 
them stolen or broken easily (chapter 9.2) and the popularity and appeal of premium bicycle 
accessories like the Brooks saddles mentioned in chapter 7.3.

Furthermore, a mirror on the handlebar got the best response from the target group from the 
survey in chapter 9.1 with between 46% and 67% saying they were could see themselves using 
it, possibly because it is so familiar to the average user.


�  
Figure 42. Conceptual drawing showing the functionality of Concept G. 

Evaluation of Concept G 
This concept was interesting since it likely would not solve the problem any more than the cheap 
handlebar mirror tested in chapter 4.2, but it would provide improvements in terms of durability 
and usability, and more importantly try to appeal to the user with aesthetics.

Since the concept relied so much about the look and feel of the product, it would be difficult to 
prototype and get user feedback with anything more than rendered models.

Another aspect was the fact that the design of handlebars vary so much that the mirror would 
likely need to be adjustable in more ways than shown in figure x, likely making it a bit more flimsy 
and losing some of its appeal.

A summary of the pros and cons of the concept is shown in Table 17 below.
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Table 17. Pros and cons of Concept G. 

Pros Cons

Likely on the lower end of target price One does not provide a complete view

Most familiar to users Adds some extra time to trip, but not much

Easily removed to avoid damage Needs to be stored when not used

May not work for all handlebar geometries

Easily stolen if not brought with the user

Not optimal placement for rear view
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13 Refinement of Concept A 
As already mentioned, Concept A was chosen for further development. The process of this 
development is detailed in this chapter. 

13.1 First Prototype 
When continuing the development, there were two different approaches to choose from with 
regards to sourcing components. One was to define the specifications needed for each 
component and search for the best candidates, make some assumptions on camera, lens and 
PCB compatibility, dimensions, cost etc. and push any problems and uncertainties associated 
with this to future development. This would allow for a greater freedom of design, but would also 
have many drawbacks. Not having a functional prototype would reduce credibility that the 
concept would actually work and it also meant that testing and gathering valuable user feedback 
would not be possible. As more assumptions were made, the costs of “future development” 
would also become more and more uncertain, which would further reduce credibility.

Instead, off the shelves components were researched thoroughly for compatibility, purchased and 
the design took shape around the limitations of these components and optimising the design 
through the use of custom parts would instead be pushed to future development. But this meant 
that the concept could truly be realised, tested and evaluated.

The components in table 18 were purchased and installed in a housing which was 3D printed and 
covered by a laser cut acrylic sheet.


Table 18. Components used for first prototype

The components can be seen in Figure 43 below.
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Figure 43. Components used for first prototype. 

Component Price (€)

Raspberry Pi Zero W Microcontroller 10

Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2 35

3-in-1 smartphone lens kit 10

Raspberry Pi Zero Ribbon Cable 5

MicroSD Card 10
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The operating system, Raspbian Jessie, was installed on the microcontroller, which was also 
configured to create a wireless network. Also installed was the software RPi-Cam-Web-Interface 
which streamed the video to a locally hosted website. The website with the streaming video could 
be accessed via a standard web browser by joining the wireless network and navigating to the 
local website.

An app was also created for the iPhone, which navigated to a full screen version of the website as 
soon as the it was launched, creating a more realistic experience for the planned user tests.

The video streamed quite well by default, but by tweaking some of the settings it was possible to 
get a sharper image with less delay and a higher frame rate. It was also possible to flip the image 
to correct for the image mirroring mentioned in the proof of concept in Chapter 12.1.

The whole set up was powered via micro usb by a portable battery power bank of the kind 
commonly used to recharge smartphones.

With all the components mounted and attached to the seat post of a bicycle it became clear that 
the housing did not look very discrete was considered too big. Even though this was not intended 
to be the final form, the overall volume would have to be roughly the same, even if optimisations 
were made.


13.2 Rethinking the Concept 
In the earlier concept stages one idea had been to put the camera in the back of a bicycle helmet 
instead, similar to Concept F. This idea was rejected because it was believed that charging could 
be solved in a more convenient way if the product always stayed mounted on the bike (a problem 
that Concept F did not have) and that the movement of the camera while the user for instance 
turned their head would be disorienting in the lower periphery.

This idea was now revisited and the 3D printed housing was attached to the back of a helmet 
using with duct tape (Figure 44) and taken for a test.
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Figure 44. Electronics housing attached to the back of a helmet with a cable providing power. 
The tests worked great and no head movement was disorienting as one has to focus so much 
attention on the road ahead that any changes in the display are not really noticed.

Another added benefit of moving the camera to the helmet was that a front light could be 
provided as well, which would provide additional convenience for the user.


13.3 User Tests of Concept A 
Two users took turn riding a bicycle with the camera setup mounted on a helmet and connected 
to a smartphone (Figure 45).
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Figure 45. One of the test participants wearing the camera equipped helmet. 
The feedback from the test was overall positive, but that there was a bit of problem with 
reflections in the screen in sunshine. “I would use it if it wasn’t for the glare” said one participant.

One of them noted that the iPhone used has an accessibility setting that inverts the colours on the 
display and that perhaps that could help reduce the problem. A second round of test was done 
and both participants agreed that this worked better. A good suggestion was that perhaps there 
could be a setting with which you could toggle this on and off without having to dive into the 
settings menu of the phone.


13.4 Attempts to Reduce Display Reflections 
Several ideas were tested to try to reduce the problems of reflections on the display. One was to 
create a shading frame around the phone that would shade the display. A basic prototype of this 
was built using cardboard and tape (Figure 46). 
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Figure 46. Basic prototype of a shading frame for a smartphone. 
This approach was ultimately unsuccessful. The frame was quite tall, which restricted viewing 
angle, and did still not remove the reflections. However, an important realisation was made that 
the reflections that caused the biggest problems were not from the sun reflecting directly from the 
display, but rather from the sun reflecting on the jacket or sweater of the cyclist onto the display.  
The amount of reflections varied greatly depending on what colour the worn garment was. A 
lighter colour or white garment caused a lot of reflections, while a darker or black garment caused 
almost none. The yellow seen in Figure x is the reflection of a yellow jacket.

During the user tests in chapter 13.3, both participants had been wearing white or light coloured 
shirts. Combined with the fact that the tests were done in mostly sunny weather, the conditions 
were among the worst possible. 

However, since what clothes the user wears is not something a product should aim to control, the 
search for solutions continued. 

The next attempt was to use an anti-glare screen protector on the phone’s display so one was 
purchased and installed on the smartphone. As it was difficult to tell if the screen protector 
improved visibility, half of it was removed for a side by side comparison (Figure 47).
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Figure 47. Comparison of anti-glare screen protector off (top part of screen) and on (bottom part of screen). 
While no significant improvement was made with this particular brand of screen protector, it is 
possible that others might work better, but because of budget constraints only one was tested.

A third test was made to see if a brighter display would improve visibility. Since display 
technology is constantly improving and the model of smartphone used was a few generations old, 
perhaps a newer display would work better.

An Apple Watch Series 2 smart watch, which has a specified screen brightness of 1000 cd/m2, 
was placed next to the phone, which has a specified screen brightness of 500 cd/m2, with the 
displays set to maximum brightness and an identical picture showing (Figure 48).


�  

Figure 48. Comparison of reflections on iPhone 6 display and twice as bright Apple Watch Series 2 display. 
This visibility was improved on the brighter display, but it did not remove the reflections 
completely. The conclusion from this test was that the problems would be improved to some 
degree over the coming years as display technology improves.
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However, it should be noted that the problems with reflections were only present in bright sunlight 
and while riding towards the sun, so even though no method was found which completely 
eliminated the problem, the concept still worked well in most conditions.


13.5 Battery Life Test of Prototype 
A battery life test was done with a 2600mAh battery power bank that kept the prototype running 
on standard 5V USB power, providing 13Wh of power. The battery lasted for 7 hours and 5 
minutes, meaning that the prototype runs at about 1,9W, slightly lower than the 2,2W of the 
GoPro camera used in the proof of concept.


13.6 Design and Component Decisions 
Many design decisions were made that impacted the functionality and/or looks of the helmet. 
Some of the most impactful of these are listed below with a motivation for why they were chosen.

Use of Modularity 
Although a bicycle helmet can be used for a long time, once it’s been in an accident, it should be 
replaced as damage may have been done to its structural integrity. Helmets also tend to be 
exposed to a lot of wear and tear from being moved around a lot as well as being exposed to the 
sweat of the user, so users may want to replace one for other reasons than an accident as well. 
This could be a tough proposition for a helmet containing a lot of valuable electronic components 
if these would be wasted with the purchase of a new helmet.

Because of this, a modular approach was chosen to try to contain all electronics in Styrofoam 
housings, which could be removed from the helmet and inserted into a new helmet without them.

Choice of Battery Technology 
The criteria for choosing battery technology was to achieve as long battery life as possible, which 
meant maximising the specific energy (energy per unit of mass). The top candidates for this was 
Li-ion and LiPo batteries, both of which are commonly used in consumer products.

LiPo batteries (Figure 49) are available in slim form factors which are suitable for purpose of this 
project because of the limited thickness of the helmet. However, they don’t have much protection 
from physical damage and piercing one can cause a violent chemical fire, which could cause 
serious harm to the user.


� 

Figure 49. LiPo battery (Kjell & Company, 2017). 
Because of this, standard 18650 Li-ion batteries were chosen instead, which have a protective 
metal shell that protects them from damage (Figure 50). The standardisation also meant they 
could be more easily replaced by the user, ensuring a longer product life.
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Figure 50. Standard 18650 Li-ion battery cell made by LG (Kjell & Company, 2017). 
Choice of Charging Solution  
The options considered for charging the device were USB, wireless via induction and solar. After 
researching each option, induction was chosen as the best fit. 

The main criteria for this choice was convenience for the user. Since having to charge the helmet 
was one of the concept’s few drawbacks, it was important to make this as simple as possible.

By providing the user with a wireless charging station, the user would only have to place the 
helmet in a specific location, requiring very little effort on their part. This charging station could 
also be implemented as a wall mount on which the user could hang their helmet when it was not 
used, as shown in Figure 51.


� 

Figure 51. Conceptual sketch showing how a wall mounted inductive charger could be used. 
Another benefit of wireless charging is that waterproofing would not be an issue, since the 
components do not need to be exposed for charging cables etc.

A common standard for inductive charging in smartphones is Qi, which is capable of delivering 5V 
at 1A, which is sufficient for this purpose. The components needed are quite cheap and also very 
slim, which makes them easy to fit inside the helmet. Figure 52 shows a Qi receiver coil.
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Figure 52. Qi receiver charging coil (Adafruit, 2017). 
While solar would have been even more convenient for the user, it would place too many 
constraints on the helmet design. This is because the panel would have to cover most of the 
helmet’s surface area to deliver enough power. Even though flexible solar panels exist, they can 
only follow the curvature of a single curved surface and not a double curved one, which was 
desired for an aesthetic helmet design.

USB has the issue of needing to be waterproof, which could be solved by adding a rubber gasket 
to the port, but that would add more inconvenience.


13.7 Modelling the Helmet 
2D sketches of a helmet were made with pen and paper, scanned and imported into the CAD 
software Fusion 360 where they were used as a reference for the T-spline modelling (Figure 53).
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Figure 53. Image showing the modelling process as described. 
Screenshots of the model in the same 2D views were then printed and the sketched on to make 
adjustments, scanned and used as updated references (Figure 54).


� 

Figure 54. Printed screenshot of a model sketched upon for refinement. 
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This process was iterated until the shape was satisfactory. The shape was then scaled to roughly 
the same dimensions as the helmet that had been used for testing.

When cutting the profile of the helmet, special attention was paid to making the cut originate from 
the center of the helmet, to achieve a look as shown in Figure 55 instead of Figure 56.


� 

Figure 55. Correctly sliced profile with cuts originating from the center. 

� 

Figure 56. Incorrectly sliced profile with two dimensional cuts. 
Attention was also paid to making sure that the profile of the helmet had a smooth curve, 
achieving a look similar to the left as opposed to the right in Figure 57.
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Figure 57. Smooth profile (left) and not smooth profile (right).

This was not an easy thing to do as correcting one curve often disrupted another. To succeed 
required making changes or completely new curves, inspecting the model from many angles and 
then repeating the process over again many times.


13.8 Second Prototype 
Before exporting, the model was sliced in three pieces and support added to accommodate the 
maximum depth of the CNC mill used for machining as seen in Figure 58.


� 

Figure 58. Sliced model with support structure. 
The three pieces were milled out of S200 Styrofoam in a Roland MDX-540 CNC milling machine 
and glued together using epoxy. Figure 59 shows an image of the assembled helmet.
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Figure 59. Assembled model from three separate CNC machined parts. 

13.9 Evaluation of Second Prototype 
The shape of the prototype had a few issues. One comment from people who was shown it was 
that it looked very thick in the back. This part was made thicker than the rest to accommodate for 
the height of the camera and its lens.

Another issue was that this thicker part, behind the cut-out for the ears, was too flat which made 
the helmet look a bit strange. The cavity for the head was also a bit too deep, barely leaving any 
room between the ears and their cut-out. (Figure 60).
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Figure 60. Second prototype being worn.

There was also a lack of ventilation holes which made the helmet feel very warm immediately and 
made it look a bit plain.


13.10 Finding a New Camera 
When it came to reducing the thickness of the rear of the helmet, a smaller camera was needed. 
More specifically the thickness of the camera needed to be reduced. This meant potentially 
reducing the field of view and/or introducing greater distortion.

Of particular concern was the vertical field of view as it was desired that this should be large 
enough to not require physically tilting or adjusting the camera depending on whether or not the 
user’s riding posture.

A promising unbranded third party camera compatible with the Raspberry Pi was purchased 
(Figure 61), at a cost of only around €10 with a cable included, or about one fourth the cost of the 
previous camera.
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Figure 61. Unbranded third party camera for Raspberry Pi (AliExpress.com, 2017.) 
The camera was specified as having a 150° diagonal field of view and a 5 megapixel sensor as 
opposed to 8 of the original. The lower resolution did not matter at all though, since streaming 
video was configured to be only about 0,2 megapixels.

Another added benefit of this camera was that its ribbon cable connection was located on the 
same side as the lens, which further reduced the overall thickness by a about 3 mm, which may 
not sound like a lot, but was actually a big deal considering the overall thickness of the helmet 
was desired to be around 20 mm for aesthetic purposes.


13.11 Third Prototype 
With these issues in mind, a new model was made from the ground up, using screenshots of the 
first model as part of the reference (Figure 62).


� 

Figure 62. T-spline modelling of the third prototype, using the second as reference. 
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The other part used for reference was two circles drawn over the top view (Figure 63) to create a 
more rounded appearance as opposed to the flatter back of the previous model.


� 

Figure 63. Top view used as reference. 
When it came to designing the ventilation holes, several aspects, both technical and aesthetic, 
were taken into consideration. It was important to:


• Get a balanced appearance and distribute the holes somewhat equally around the helmet.


• Follow the shape and contours of the helmet as much as possible.


• Consider the placement of the electronic components, which would dictate the appearance to 
some degree.


• Maintaining a smooth profile of the helmet in all views.


• Provide at least two holes with an appropriate distance between them through which the 
helmet gripped with one hand.


• Make sure the holes were not too large as this could compromise the structural integrity.

Profile screenshots of the helmet shape was printed and the ventilation lines were sketched on 
these (Figure 64).
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Figure 64. Ventilation holes sketched on a printed profile screenshot. 
The sketches were then scanned and used as reference over which splines could be drawn in the 
CAD software and projected onto the surface of the helmet as seen in Figure 65.


� 

Figure 65. Splines projected onto the helmet surface from the top. 
It was soon discovered that this was a difficult and time consuming process since the lines get 
distorted when projected over a double curved surface. A line could also appear to change its 
curvature direction if looked at from another angle, which was not very aesthetically pleasing, as 
seen on the topmost projected splines in Figure 66 as compared to how they look in Figure 65.
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�  
Figure 66. Projected splines in another view showing their changed appearance (topmost line). 
The lines were iteratively redrawn and projected many times until they looked as intended from 
every view. 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14 Result 
This chapter shows the result of the final concept and provides details on cost estimation and how 
it could be manufactured. 

14.1 CAD Model Renderings 
Renderings of the final CAD model were done in Fusion 360. A selection of these are shown in 
Figures 67 - 71 below.


� 

Figure 67. Rendering of CAD model as seen from behind. 

�  
Figure 68. Rendering of CAD model as seen from the side. 
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Figure 69. Rendering of CAD model as seen from behind. 

!  
Figure 70. Rendering of CAD model as seen from the bottom. 
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�  
Figure 71. Rendering of CAD model as seen from the front. 

14.2 Manufacturing 
The main body and the electronic compartments were designed to be injection moulded in 
expanded polystyrene.

The outer shell of the helmet was designed to be injection moulded polycarbonate, which would 
then be included in the EPS moulding process where the EPS would fuse with the shell. This 
seems to be common practice for high end bicycle helmet manufacturing (Bicycle Helmet Safety 
Institute, 2017).


14.3 Cost Analysis of the Final Concept 
The price for parts which need to be manufactured were estimated as three times the cost of the 
material for that part, according to the 1-3-9 method. Estimates were made assuming high 
volume production of 10 000 units or more for which injection moulding would be a cost effective 
option according to Ullman (2010). Material prices were taken from the software CES EduPack.

When possible purchased components were estimated with prices for similar quantities. Online 
stores aimed towards consumers were used to some extent. In other cases, websites for high 
volume purchases, such as alibaba.com were used with listings from experienced sellers. The 
parts which need to be purchased and manufactured to realise the concept are shown Table 19 
and Table 20 respectively. A reference for the for the price estimate of parts which need to be 
purchased is found in Appendix D.
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Table 19. Parts to be purchased for producing the final concept.

Table 20. Parts to be manufactured for producing the final concept. 

Component Price (€)

Raspberry Pi Zero W Microcontroller 8,5

Third Party Camera for Raspberry Pi with Ribbon Cable 9,4

MicroSD Card 7,6

2x Li-ion 18650 Battery Cells 8,7

Adafruit PowerBoost 500 Charger 10,2

White SMD 5050 LED 0,04

Red SMD 5050 LED 0,04

Qi Wireless Charging Receiver 0,9

QI Wireless Charging Transmitter 1,4

Rough Estimate for Straps, Padding, Adjustment Mechanism etc. 5

Total 51,78

Component Material Weight 
(kg)

Material 
Cost (€/kg)

Component 
Material Cost (€)

Component 
Production Cost (€)

Main Body EPS 0,08 2,8 0,22 0,67

Electronic Housings EPS 0,01 2,8 0,03 0,08

Outer Shell PC 0,013 3,7 0,05 0,14

Camera and LED Cover PC 0,002 3,7 0,01 0,02

Total 0,92
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15 Discussion 
The final concept relies on a charging device and a handlebar smartphone mount in order to 
function, but because of time constraints the design of these components had to be deprioritised 
and were not designed. If these are to be further developed in the future, it is important to 
consider choosing a mechanism that allows mounting and removing the phone with ease to 
reduce the added time as much as possible.

Also because of time constraints, the design of the component housings, slots and openings 
mechanics on the inside of the helmet were not prioritised and need to be revisited. One of the 
reasons for this is how the part lines interact with a double curved surface. These will look 
radically different depending on the direction from where they are projected and because of the 
double curved surface there is no obvious or logical plane to project from.

The number of participants for some parts of the user centered design research may be 
considered low, but since recruiting participants and performing the research was very time 
consuming, other tasks had to be prioritised. However, this decision would not have been made 
unless it was felt that sufficient insights had already been made. A level of confidence in the 
findings were achieved by insights being supported from several methods or sources. In other 
cases, such as with interviews, that confidence came from a sense of saturation which was 
reached when all participants arrived at the same core answers.

Because of this, the research should be considered successful. Especially when taking into 
account the fact that the insights that were made were sufficient to create a wide variety of 
concepts, as well as impacting the final design to a large extent. This also means that the purpose 
of the project should be considered fulfilled.

Although some safety aspects of the final concept were taken into consideration, tests need to be 
conducted with regards to impact resistance and how this is affected by the electronic 
components and batteries.

Because price information was taken from multiple sources of various currencies, all prices were 
converted to euro to keep a consistency throughout the report.

The cost analysis is just an estimate and should be taken as such. Its primary purpose is to 
demonstrate that it’s feasible to produce and sell the product within the target price range. 

Although a lot of care has gone into finding compatible parts, in some cases the price for custom 
made parts in high quantities may very well end up be cheaper, such as the Adafruit battery 
controller. In other cases, such as with the QI receiver module, the component serves only as a 
reference to the cost of the technology and that particular component is not meant to be used as 
it would require some modification to work.  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2017-07-20, 16)47Enkät om cykeltillbehör och att se bakåt när man cyklar

Page 1 of 13https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dWsexJ7gjKdBrq6kOQyiGOcTo0Q6M4qc-4P0S7KNTnk/printform

Enkät om cykeltillbehör och att se bakåt när man
cyklar
Den här enkäten görs som en del i ett examensarbete på Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH).

Dina svar kommer att användas som underlag för utvecklandet av tillbehör till cyklar.

Enkäten tar omkring 5 minuter att besvara och dina svar behandlas anonymt.

Dina svar är mycket uppskattade! Tack för att du vill delta!

*Obligatorisk

Del 1 av 3: Om dig och dina cykelvanor

1. Ålder *
Markera endast en oval.

 Under 20 år

 21 - 30 år

 31 - 40 år

 41 - 50 år

 51 - 60 år

 61 - 70 år

 71 - 80 år

 Över 80 år

2. Kön *
Markera endast en oval.

 Kvinna

 Man

 Annat

 Vill ej uppge

3. Vad är ditt postnummer? *
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Page 2 of 13https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1dWsexJ7gjKdBrq6kOQyiGOcTo0Q6M4qc-4P0S7KNTnk/printform

4. Under vilka årstider cyklar du? *
Markera alla som gäller.

 Vår

 Sommar

 Höst

 Vinter

5. Hur ofta cyklar du i genomsnitt under dessa årstider? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Mindre än 1 dag/månad

 1 - 3 dagar/månad

 1 - 2 dagar/vecka

 3 - 4 dagar/vecka

 5 - 6 dagar/vecka

 Varje dag

6. I vilka sammanhang cyklar du främst? *
Markera alla som gäller.

 Pendling

 Träning

 Kombinerat pendling och träning. Så pass intensivt att jag duschar när jag kommer fram.

 Kortare transporter/ärenden

 I jobbet

 Nöje

 Övrigt: 

7. Vilken sorts cykel använder du främst? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Standardcykel

 Hybridcykel

 Mountainbike

 Racercykel

 One-speed/Fixed gear

 Lådcykel/Fraktcykel

 Elcykel

 Övrigt: 
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8. Var cyklar du mest? *
Markera alla som gäller.

 På cykelvägar

 På bilvägar i innerstaden

 På bilvägar i tätbebyggt område

 På bilvägar utanför tätbebyggt område

 I bostadsområde

 Övrigt: 

9. Hur osäker/trygg känner du dig att cykla på... *
Markera endast en oval per rad.

Mycket
osäker

Något
osäker Neutral Något

trygg
Mycket
trygg

Cykelvägar?
Bilvägar i innerstaden?
Bilvägar i tätbebyggt
område?
Bilvägar utanför tätbebyggt
område?
I bostadsområde?

Del 2 av 3: Cykeltillbehör

10. Vilka av följande tillbehör brukar du använda du när du cyklar?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Hjälm

 Cykellampa, fram

 Cykellampa, bak

 Cykeldator

 Smartphone

 Jag använder inga av dessa tillbehör

 Övrigt: 
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11. Vilka av dessa tillbehör tar du med dig när du kommit fram och parkerat din cykel?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Hjälm

 Cykellampa, fram

 Cykellampa, bak

 Cykeldator

 Smartphone

 Jag använder inga av dessa tillbehör

 Övrigt: 

12. Vad är viktigast när du avgör om du tar med dig sakerna eller lämnar dem vid cykeln? *
Markera endast en oval per rad.

Inte alls
viktigt

Inte så
viktigt Neutralt Ganska

viktigt
Mycket
viktigt

Sakernas värde
Hur krångligt det är att ta
loss sakerna
Om jag tror att de kan bli
stulna
Hur stor plats sakerna tar
när jag bär med mig dem
Om jag kan lägga ifrån mig
sakerna när jag kommer
fram

13. Finns det något annat som avgör om du
lämnar sakerna vid cykeln eller tar med
dem?

14. Om du använder en smartphone när du cyklar: Vad använder du den till?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Kartor/GPS

 Som cykeldator

 Övrigt: 

15. Om du använder en smartphone när du cyklar: Hur brukar du använda den?
Markera alla som gäller.

 I handen medan jag cyklar

 Stannar till och tar fram den vid behov

 Monterad på styret

 Övrigt: 
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16. Om du inte monterar din smartphone på styret: Varför gör du inte det?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Jag använder inte min smartphone när jag cyklar

 Jag vill inte ha fler saker på min cykel

 Jag har inte tänkt på att man kunde göra det

 Jag har ingen smartphone

 Det verkar krångligt att sätta fast den och ta loss den varje gång jag ska cykla

 Jag har ingen hållare för den, men skulle kunna tänka mig att ha det

 Jag använder en cykeldator som fyller samma funktion

 Övrigt: 

17. Om du inte använder hjälm: Varför gör du inte det?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Jag tror inte att jag kommer att råka ut för en olycka

 Jag tror inte att det hjälper

 Jag tycker inte om hur det ser ut

 Jag känner mig mer fri utan hjälm

 Övrigt: 

18. Vad är det dyraste tillbehöret som du har köpt till din cykel (som inte följde med
cykeln)? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Jag har aldrig köpt något tillbehör

 Hjälm

 Sadel

 Cykellampa

 Cykeldator

 Pakethållare

 Stänkskärmar

 Övrigt: 
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19. Ungefär hur mycket kostade det tillbehöret? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Jag har aldrig köpt något tillbehör

 Mindre än 100 kr

 100 - 299 kr

 300 - 499 kr

 500 - 999 kr

 1 000 - 1 499 kr

 1 500 - 1 999 kr

 2 000 - 2 999 kr

 Mer än 3 000 kr

20. Hur viktigt är det att tillbehör som du köper är... *
Markera endast en oval per rad.

Inte alls
viktigt

Inte så
viktigt Neutralt Ganska

viktigt
Mycket
viktigt

Funktionella?
Snygga?
Lätta?
Billiga?

Del 3 av 3: Att se bakåt när man cyklar

I vilken utsträckning håller du med om följande
påståenden?

21. Jag behöver ibland se bakåt när jag cyklar för att avgöra om det finns bilar eller
cyklister bakom mig. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

22. Jag brukar vrida på huvudet när jag cyklar för att se om det finns bilar eller cyklister
bakom mig. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt
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23. Det känns osäkert att vrida på huvudet för att se bakåt när jag cyklar eftersom jag då
inte ser framåt. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

24. Jag tycker att det är obekvämt att vrida på huvudet så pass mycket som krävs för att få
god sikt bakåt när jag cyklar. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

25. Jag får ont i nacke och/eller axlar av att vrida på huvudet för att se bakåt när jag cyklar.
*
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

26. Jag vinglar till eller tappar körriktningen av att vrida på huvudet för att se bakåt när jag
cyklar. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

27. Jag känner mig desorienterad av att vrida på huvudet för att se bakåt när jag cyklar. *
Markera endast en oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Håller inte alls med Håller med fullständigt

Nedan visas några tillbehör för att lättare se bakåt när man
cyklar. Bekanta dig med dem och svara sedan på frågorna
som följer.

Spegel monterad på styre
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Spegel monterad på hjälm

Spegel som sätts fast på arm
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Cykelradar
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Kamera kopplad till display/cykeldator

Kamera kopplad till smartphone
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28. Vilka av dessa tillbehör kände du redan till?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Spegel monterad på styre

 Spegel monterad på hjälm

 Spegel som sätts fast på arm

 Cykelradar

 Kamera kopplad till skärm/cykeldator

 Kamera kopplad till smartphone

 Inget av ovanstående

 Övrigt: 

29. Använder du något av dessa tillbehör?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Spegel monterad på styre

 Spegel monterad på hjälm

 Spegel som sätts fast på arm

 Cykelradar

 Kamera kopplad till skärm/cykeldator

 Kamera kopplad till smartphone

 Inget av ovanstående

 Övrigt: 
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30. Skulle du kunna tänka dig att använda något av dessa tillbehör?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Spegel monterad på styre

 Spegel monterad på hjälm

 Spegel som sätts fast på arm

 Cykelradar

 Kamera kopplad till skärm/cykeldator

 Kamera kopplad till smartphone

 Inget av ovanstående

 Övrigt: 

31. Om du inte använder något av dessa tillbehör: Varför gör du inte det?
Markera alla som gäller.

 Jag upplever inte att det är ett tillräckligt stort problem

 Jag vill inte ha fler saker på min cykel

 Jag har inte sett något tillbehör vars utseende jag tycker om

 Jag har inte sett något tillbehör som jag tror kan lösa problemet

 De tillbehör jag kan tänka mig använda är för dyra

 Jag har tänkt köpa något, men inte kommit för mig att göra det

 Jag vet inte vilken sorts tillbehör som är bäst

 Övrigt: 

32. Tror du att du skulle känna dig tryggare i trafiken om du använde något av dessa
tillbehör?
Markera endast en oval.

 Ja

 Nej

 Vet inte

Uppföljning och kommentarer

33. Om du kan tänka dig att ställa upp på
eventuella uppföljningsfrågor så kan du
fylla i din e-postadress i fältet nedan.
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Tillhandahålls av

34. Om du tycker att det finns något annat
problem med att se bakåt när du cyklar,
eller om du har några övriga kommentarer,
så kan du skriva det på raden nedan.

Du har nu nått slutet av enkäten. Klicka på "Skicka" för att
skicka in dina svar. Tack för din medverkan!
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Appendix C: Graphs from the Survey Analysis 
The graphs used for analysing the survey is found below.

Some of the graphs include answers from user groups that had very few respondents. Results 
from these groups have to some extent been disregarded because of their low statistical 
significance. These groups include Mountainbike, One-speed & Fixed gear and Liggcykel & 
Velomobil (recumbent and velomobile).
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Appendix D: Price Estimation References 
The references for the cost estimation is found below.


Raspberry Pi Zero W Microcontroller 
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3400

[Accessed 2017-08-23]


!  

!
0

RASPBERRY PI / COMPUTERS

Raspberry Pi Zero W
PRODUCT ID: 3400 $10.00$10.00

∠ ∠

1 ADD TO CART

MAX PER CUSTOMER: 1

 Also include  Also include 11 x  x Raspberry Pi Zero v1.3 Camera CableRaspberry Pi Zero v1.3 Camera Cable ($ ($5.955.95)) 

 Also include  Also include 11 x  x Break-away 0.1" 2x20-pin Strip Dual Male HeaderBreak-away 0.1" 2x20-pin Strip Dual Male Header ($ ($0.950.95)) 

 Also include  Also include 11 x  x USB Mini Hub with Power Switch - OTG Micro-USBUSB Mini Hub with Power Switch - OTG Micro-USB ($ ($4.954.95)) 

 Also include  Also include 11 x  x Tiny OTG Adapter - USB Micro to USBTiny OTG Adapter - USB Micro to USB ($ ($2.952.95)) 
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Third Party Camera for Raspberry Pi Zero with Ribbon Cable  

D �2

50 orders

Shipping:

Quantity:

Total Price:

Return Policy

Seller
Guarantees:

Payment:

Camera Night Vision with 150 Degree Wide Angle
5M Pixel 1080P Camera Module Also for
Raspberry Pi 3 Raspberry Pi 2 Free Shipping

Free Shipping to Sweden via AliExpress
Standard Shipping
Estimated Delivery Time: 14-23 days

 piece (100 pieces available)

US $10.98

Add to Cart

Add to Wish List (82 Adds)

Home >  All Categories >  Computer & Office >  Demo Board & Accessories >  Demo Board

 5.0 (24 votes)

US $16.89 / piecePrice:

US $10.98 / piece -35%

6 days left

Discount
Price:

Get our app to see exclusive prices
Get our app to see exclusive prices

1

Buy Now

Returns accepted if product not as
described, buyer pays return shipping
fee; or keep the product & agree refund
with seller. View details

On-time Delivery
60 days

View More

Buyer Protection
Full Refund if you don't receive your order
Full or Partial Refund , if the item is not as
described

Learn More

Item specifics

Product Description

Raspberry Pi 3 Camera Night Vision with 150 Degree Wide Angle 5M
Pixel 1080P Camera Module Also for Raspberry Pi 2 Free Shipping
Features: 
Raspberry Pi Camera Module Night Vision.
---Raspberry Pi Camera

Brand Name: UNISTORM Model Number: RPi Camera (K)

Demo Board Type: ARM Item Description: Raspberry Pi 3 Camera Night Vision

Focal Length: 2.1 Diagonal angle: 150 degree

Sensor best resolution: 1080p Dimension: 25mm x 24mm

Power: Low Power Frequency: Low Frequency

Product Details Feedback (24) Shipping & Payment Seller Guarantees

Store: Idea-Shopping Co.,Ltd FollowNo feedback score

All Categories 0 Wish
List

Sign in | Join
My AliExpressCart

New here? Get your coupons!

Buyer Protection Help Save big on our app!  / USDShip to Language  / USDShip to

Language

Recently ViewedRecently Viewed



MicroSD Card 

!  

56 orders

Card adapterCapacity:

Shipping:

Quantity:

Total Price:

SAMSUNG Memory Card EVO+ EVO-Plus Micro
SD 256GB 128G 64GB 32GB 16GB Class10
MicroSD Card C10 UHS-I Trans Flash MicroSD
Card

Sale starts in 5  days

ADD TO YOUR CART AND ENJOY THE
SPECIAL PRICE

Free Shipping to Sweden via AliExpress
Standard Shipping
Estimated Delivery Time: 14-23 days

 piece (99 pieces available)

Depends on the product properties you select
€ 8,80

Add to Cart

Add to Wish List (58 Adds)

Home >  All Categories >  Computer & Office >  Memory Cards & SSD >  Memory Cards

€ 8,80 / piece
Price:

 € 2,12

1

Buy Now

Get Select Coupons >
Save up to € 5,18 on orders over € 47,48

Store: ChinaFlashMarket Store FollowNo feedback score

All Categories 0 Wish
List

Sign in | Join
My AliExpressCart

Buyer Protection Help Save big on our app!  / EURShip to Language  / EURShip to

Language

Recently ViewedRecently Viewed
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2x Li-ion 18650 Battery Cells 
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764 orders

Shipping:

Quantity:

Total Price:

Store
Promotion:

Return Policy

Seller
Guarantees:

Payment:

2PCS 100% Original 3.7V NCR 18650B 3400mAh
Rechargeable Batteries For Panasonic 18650
Battery/Power Bank/Portable Charger/Light

US $4.21 to Sweden via Turkey Post
Estimated Delivery Time: 15-40 days

 lot (19908 lots available)

US $12.91

Add to Cart

Add to Wish List (1102 Adds)

Home >  All Categories >  Consumer Electronics >  Accessories & Parts >  Batteries >  Rechargeable Batteries

 4.9 (595 votes)

US $14.50 / lot (2 pieces / lot , US $ 4.35 / piece
)

Price:

US $8.70 / lot -40%  4 days left
Discount
Price:

Get our app to see exclusive prices
Get our app to see exclusive prices

1

Buy Now

Get Seller Coupons

US $6.00 off per US $65.00

US $6.00 off per US $65.00

Returns accepted if product not as
described, buyer pays return shipping
fee; or keep the product & agree refund
with seller. View details

On-time Delivery
60 days

View More

Buyer Protection
Full Refund if you don't receive your order
Full or Partial Refund , if the item is not as
described

Learn More

(Incl. shipping costs)

If you want to purchase more than one product,
please add everything to your Cart first. When you
proceed to the checkout page, the Seller Discount
will be automatically calculated.

Seller Discount
On all products

Time left until promotion ends�4d 0h 0m
Shop Now

Get US $6.00 off on orders over US $65.00
Get US $8.00 off on orders over US $85.00
Get US $11.00 off on orders over US $115.00

Product Details Feedback (595) Shipping & Payment Seller Guarantees

Store: LiitoKaIa ExcIusive Direct Sales St… 9536 Follow98.6%  Positive feedback

All Categories 0 Wish
List

Hi, Andreas
My AliExpressCart

New here? Get your coupons!

Buyer Protection Help Save big on our app!  / USDShip to Language  / USDShip to

Language

Recently ViewedRecently Viewed



Adafruit PowerBoost 500 Charger 

D �5

!
0

POWER / USB BATTERY PACKS

PowerBoost 500 Charger - Rechargeable 5V Lipo USB Boost
@ 500mA+

PRODUCT ID: 1944 $14.95$14.95

∠ ∠

1 ADD TO CART

 Also include  Also include 11 x  x Micro B USB 2-Way Y Splitter CableMicro B USB 2-Way Y Splitter Cable ($ ($2.952.95)) 

QTY DISCOUNT

1-9 $14.95

10-99 $13.46

      



SMD 5050 LED 

!  

Supplier: 12

Home > All Industries > Lights & Lighting > LED Lighting > LED Encapsulation Series > SMD LED (73317)

Shenzhen Yongerjia Industry Co., Ltd. !! YRS

Subscribe to Trade Alert

Type: SMD LED Model Number: WEJT50AC7-G6WZ01

Chip Material: InGaN Emitting Color: Cool White

Luminous Inten… 6500 Luminous Flux(… 19ml

Optical Attenua… 5 Power: 0.2W

Power Dissipati…200 Viewing Angle(°):120 Degree

Color Renderin… 75% Color Temperat… 7800-12000K

Operating Tem… -25 - 85 Storage Tempe… -40 - 100

Place of Origin: Guangdong, China (Mainland) Brand Name: WEJ

Certification: CE, RoHS Forward Current: 60mA

Reverse Current: 10uA Forward Voltage: 2.8-3.4V

Reverse Voltage: 5v

Packaging Details

Delivery Time

Overview

Quick Details

Packaging & Delivery

Packaging Details:1000pcs per reel,each reel with anti-static bag. 
32 reel per carton.

2-3 working days for 5050 sample,7-16 days for mass order.

Seller Support:

Payment:

Share

Trade Assurance

– To protect your orders from payment to

delivery

More

View larger image

Add to Compar… Add to Favorites "

9999 - 99998

US $0.04
>=99999

US $0.03

Supply Ability:

Port:

60mA 0.2w cool white 7800-12000k smd 5050 led chip

FOB Reference Price: Get Latest Price

2000000 Piece/Pieces per Month

Shenzhen

 

#  Leave Messages $  Request FREE Sample

 Contact Supplier% Start Order

& <24h

' 71.4%

30.00%

15.00%

10.00%

 Trade Assurance

 12  Shenzhen Yongerjia
Industry Co., Ltd.

China (Mainland) | Manufacturer,
Trading Company

Transaction Level:    

Supplier Assessments:   

Response Time

Response Rate

Top 3 Markets:

Domestic Market

Southern Europe

Southeast Asia

Visit Minisite Contact Detail

YRS

28 Transactions  $ 240,000+

( Home Company Profile Contact Details English♁ !

Products What are you looking for... Search
My Alibaba
5 Order 

Protection Favorites
0!  Categories "

One Request, Multiple Quotes   Get the AppSourcing Solutions Services & Membership Help & Community 

Company Profile Transactions OverviewProduct Details

Product Information Package Outline Related Products Why choose us? Fair&Certification

Payment&Shipping FAQ

Report Suspicious Activity

Contact
Supplier

Leave
Messages

Browsing
History

Message
Center

Trade
Manager
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Qi Wireless Charging Receiver

!  

Supplier: 2

Home > All Industries > Consumer Electronics > Accessories & Parts > Charger (461693)

Shenzhen SXD Tech Co., Ltd. !! YRS

Subscribe to Trade Alert

Model Number: QI01 Use: Mobile Phone

Type: Electric Place of Origin: Guangdong, China (Mainland)

Color: white Usage: Phone Charging

Certificate: CE FCC ROHS Output: 5V 800mA

Warranty: 1 Year Name: Portable Wireless Charger

Material: ABS+PC Function: Wireless Charger QI receiver

size: 79*45mm suitable model:: for android mobile phone

Packaging Details

Delivery Time

Overview

Quick Details

Packaging & Delivery

opp bag packing

Shipped in 2 days after payment

Seller Support:

Payment:

Share

Trade Assurance

– To protect your orders from payment to

delivery

More

View larger image

Add to Compar… Add to Favorites "

Supply Ability:

Port:

Universal Qi Wireless Charger Receiver For Wireless

Charger QI02

FOB Reference Price: Get Latest Price

US $0.89-1.6 / Piece |  30 Piece/Pieces (Min. Order)

100000 Piece/Pieces per Day

Shenzheng

 

#  Leave Messages

 Contact Supplier$ Start Order

Product Description

OEM & ODM are welcome!

% <24h

& 86%

 Trade Assurance

 2  Shenzhen SXD Tech Co.,
Ltd.

China (Mainland)

Transaction Level:    

Supplier Assessments: 

Response Time

Response Rate

Visit Minisite Contact Detail

YRS

56 Transactions  $ 20,000+

' Home Company Profile Contact Details English♁ !

Products What are you looking for... Search
My Alibaba
1 Order 

Protection Favorites
0!  Categories "

One Request, Multiple Quotes   Get the AppSourcing Solutions Services & Membership Help & Community 

Company Profile Transactions OverviewProduct Details

Product Description Packaging & Shipping Company Information

Report Suspicious Activity

Contact
Supplier

Leave
Messages

Browsing
History

Message
Center

Trade
Manager
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Qi Wireless Charging Transmitter

!  

121 orders

White BlackColor:

Plug Type:

Shipping:

Quantity:

Total Price:

Return Policy

Seller
Guarantees:

Payment:

Qi Standard Wireless Cellphnoe Charging Pad
Charger Transmitter for Nokia Lumia for LG
Nexus 4 for Samsung Galaxy S3 S4

Sale starts in 5  days

ADD TO YOUR CART AND ENJOY THE
SPECIAL PRICE

€ 2,15 to Sweden via Seller's Shipping
Method
Estimated Delivery Time: 27-46 days

 piece (10185 pieces available)

Depends on the product properties you select

Add to Cart

Add to Wish List (330 Adds)

Home >  All Categories >  Cellphones & Telecommunications >  Mobile Phone Accessories >  Mobile Phone Chargers

 4.7 (158 votes)

€ 3,11 - 4,46 / piecePrice:

€ 2,53 - 3,61 / piece -19%

12h:08m:14s

Discount
Price:

 € 2,40
Get our app to see exclusive prices
Get our app to see exclusive prices

1

Buy Now

Get Select Coupons >
Save up to € 5,18 on orders over € 47,48

Returns accepted if product not as
described, buyer pays return shipping
fee; or keep the product & agree refund
with seller. View details

On-time Delivery
23 days

View More

Buyer Protection
Full Refund if you don't receive your order
Full or Partial Refund , if the item is not as
described

Learn More

Store: JYY's online shopping FollowNo feedback score

All Categories 0 Wish
List

Sign in | Join
My AliExpressCart

Buyer Protection Help Save big on our app!  / EURShip to Language  / EURShip to

Language

Recently ViewedRecently Viewed
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